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H- 31 P Pure Absorption phase Constant time (PAC) heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy. The solution structure of the decamer was calculated by an iterative hybrid relaxation matrix method combined with NOESY-distance restrained molecular dynamics. The distances from the 2D NOESY spectra were calculated from the relaxation rate matrix which were evaluated from a hybrid NOESY volume matrix comprising elements from the experiment and those calculated from an initial structure. The hybrid matrix-derived distances were then used in a restrained molecular dynamics procedure to obtain a new structure that better approximates the NOESY spectra. The resulting partially refined structure was then used to calculate an improved theoretical NOESY volume matrix which is once again merged with the experimental matrix until refinement is complete. J (!.3' -P coupling constants for each of the phosphates of the decamer were obtained from 1 
Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance methods have developed as powerful probes of the structure and dynamics of DNA fragments in solution (1 -4) . The development of sequence-specific two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (20 NMR) The hybrid matrix approach (3, 20, 26, 27, 28) addresses the problem of incomplete experimental data by combining the information from the experimental NOESY volumes, v ij~ and calculated volumes,vij which is dependent upon the cross-relaxatiol} rate between spins i and j, to generate a hybrid volume matrix, yhYb. The vij matrix elements are initially derived from a structure refined from a two-spin analysis of the NOESY data. The hybrid volume matrix is then used to evaluate the rate matrix, whose off-diagonal elements include the effects of spin diffusion. The distances derived from this hybrid relaxation rate matrix are then utilized as constraints in a restrained molecular dynamics simulation. This process is repeated until a satisfactory agreement between the calculated and observed crosspeak volumes is obtained. This hybrid matrix methodology provides a very powerful means to automate the refinement process for deriving solution structures from NMR data. This refinement procedure has allowed us to accurately extract interproton distances which are not obtainable using the two-spin approximation, which is nearly universally used in other 20 NOESY NMR structural analyses. 1 H/H 20 NOESY spectra give no direct information on the sugar phosphate conformation and NOESY-distance constrained structures have been suggested to be effective!(. disordered in this part of the structure (4). However, 31 P chemical shifts and 
H -
3 P coupling constants can provide valuable information on the phosphate ester backbone conformation (29) . A major limitation in the use of 31 P NMR in providing information on the backbone conformation has been the difficulty in assigning the 31 P resonances. Fortunately, newer reverse detection (30) One of the main reasons for assigning 31 P resonances of oligonucleotides is to obtain information on the conformation of the phosphodiester backbone. (29, 33 -35) . Theoretical studies have shown that of the six torsional angles that define the sugar phosphate backbone, the conformation of the a: 03'-P-05'-C5' and~: C3'-03'-P-05' torsional angles appear to be most important in determining the 31 P chemical shifts (29, 35, 36) .
In duplex B-DNA, the gauche(-), gauche(-) (g-, g-; ~.a) conformation 1 of the phosphate ester backbone is energetically favored, and this conformation is associated with a more shielded 31 P resonance. In single stranded DNA the trans, gauche(-) (t, g-) conformation (as well as other staggered conformations about the P--0 ester bonds) is also significantly populated due to the added flexibility of the random coil phosphodiester backbone. The 31 P signal of the random coil state is shifted downfield relativetothatoftheduplex DNA (37, 38) . The 31 Pchemical shift difference between the two g-, g-and t, g-conformational states is estimated to be 1.5-1.6 ppm (33, 39) .
Initial studies on duplex oligonucleotides have shown that 31 P chemical shifts are dependent upon position of the phosphate residue as well as sequence (33, 35, 37, 40) . That is, the more centralized the ~hosphate is within the oligonucleotide duplex the more upfield is its associated 1 P chemical shift; this is referred to as the "positional relationship." Thus, the phosphodiester conformation becomes more g-,g-as the phosphate positions become more centrally located in the sequence, reaching a point where the linkage conformation is expected to be fully polymeric in character (g-, g-P-0 ester conformation). There appears to be a sequence-specific effect on 31 P chemical shifts as well. As described in more detail below, local helical distortions arise along the DNA chain due to purine-purine steric clash on opposite strands of the double helix (41, 42) . A modest correlation exists between the local helical parameters such as helix twist or roll angle and 31 P chemical shifts (36, (43) (44) (45) .
In this paper we analyze the sequence-specific and positional-specific variations in the 31 P chemical shifts and JHJ'-P coupling constants of the (CGCTTAAGCG) 2 decamer duplex. This has provided information on the backbone conformation of the B-DNA structure in solution. We demonstrate that there exists a good correlation between the backbone torsional angles e and~ with 31 P chemical shifts. In addition, the solution structure was refined by a hybrid matrix/NOESY-distance restrained molecular dynamics methodology (3, 20, 28, 46) . While the 2D NOESY spectra gave no direct information on the sugar phosphate conformation, we demonstrate that the NOESY-distance constrained backbone torsional conformation was indirectly constrained by the NOE data.
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Experimental

DNA Synthesis
The decamer, (CGCITAAGCG) 2 was synthesized by a manual modification of the phosphite triester method on a solid support (7, 47, 48) . The resulting products were purified by C-18 reverse phase HPLC with an acetonitri1e/triethylammonium acetate (TEAA) gradient on a semi-prep Econosil C18 (Altec) column. The TEAA buffer was a 0.1 M solution at pH 7.2. The sample was detritylated with 80% acetic acid for 25 minutes at room temperature followed by extraction with ether. The sample was de-salted by dialysis in a cellulose 1000 molecular weight cut-off dialysis tubing against double-distilled water. After lyophilization, the sample was run through a 1 em Dowex ion-exchange resin to remove the remaining acetate. The resin had been previously exchanged with KCI. The decamer sample was then treated for one hour with Chelex-100, 200-400 mesh, with repeated vortexing. The decamer was synthesized on a 10 !Jmole scale. The NMR sample (ca. 10 mg) was dissolved in 1 OOmM phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM KCI, 1 mM EDTA and I mM sodium azide in a total volume of 600 !Jl of 99.996% Dp.
NMR
The 31 P one-dimensional NMR experiments, 31 P melting curves, the two-dimensional 31 P-
1
H heteronuclearcorrelation experiments and the two-dimensional
31 P ]-correlation experiments were acquired on a Varian XL-200 200 MHz spectrometer. The proton one-dimensional spectra, the two-dimensional pure absorption phase NOESY spectra, and the two-dimensional double-quantum filtered COSY (DQF-COSY) spectra were acquired on a Varian VXR-500 500 MHz spectrometer. The proton spectra were referenced to H 2 0 at 4.80 ppm. The 31 P spectra were referenced to trimethylphosphate at 0.000 ppm.
The 1
Hone-dimensional spectra of the decamer sample were acquired with a sweep width of8000 Hz and 16K data points. A 90° pulse width of 5.51Jsec and a relaxation delay of 3.0 s were used. The data was processed with a line broadening of 0.5 Hz.
The
31 P one-dimensional spectra of the decamerwere obtained with a sweep-width of800 Hz and 1600 data points. A 90° pulse width of7.81JS and a total recycle time of 2 s were used. The data was processed with 8K zero filling and a Gaussian apodization function to generate resolution enhancement.
2D NMR Spectra
The two-dimensional pure absorption phase (49) NOESY spectra of the decamer were. acquired at two mixing times: 400 ms and 150 ms. The 400 ms mixing time NOESY spectrum was collected for the assignment of the proton NMR. The 150 ms pure absorption phase NOESY spectrum was acquired to measure the volumes of the proton-proton NOE cross peaks and thus to measure intra/inter nucleotide distances. The 400 ms NOESY was acquired with a sweep-width of 4498.1 Hz in both the tl and t2 dimension. The spectrum was collected as 512 FIDs (tl) by 1984 data Downloaded by [University of Nebraska, Lincoln], [Robert Powers] at 08:59 10 July 2014 points (t2). A 90° pulse width of 14.5 l..lS and a relaxation delay of2.5 s was used. Sixteen transients were collected for each of the 512 FIDs. The experiment was processed with 2K of zero-filling in the t2 dimension and lK of zero-filling in the tl dimension. A Gaussian apodization function was applied in both the tl and t2 dimensions to generate resolution enhancement. The spectra were collected with the sample non-spinning. The HDO solvent signal was saturated with the decoupler and a homospoil pulse during the tl period of the pulse sequence. The 150 ms NOESY experiment was acquired with a sweep width of5998.8 Hz in both the tl and the t2 dimension. The spectrum was collected as 256 FIDs ( t1) by 2K data points ( t2). A 90° pulse width of23.51..ls and a relaxation delay of 4.5 s was used. Eighty transients were collected for each of the FIDs. The data was processed with 2Kofzero-filling in both the t1 and the t2 dimension. A skewed sine-bell apodization function was used in both the t1 and t2 dimension. The apodization function was designed to simply eliminate FID truncation errors without decreasing the intensity of the first data point and without any resolution enhancement. A polynomial base-line correction was applied in both the t1 and t2 dimension.
DQF-COSY
This spectrum was acquired to assign the H5-H6 cytosine protons through their COSY coupling crosspeaks (50) . The DQF-COSY spectrum was measured with a sweep-width of 4672.5 Hz in both the t1 and t2 dimension. The spectrum was collected with 1024 FIDs by 4032 data points. Eight transients were collected for each of the FIDs. A 90° pulse width of 1211s and a relaxation delay of2 s was used. The spectra was collected with the sample non-spinning. The spectra were processed with a zero-filling of 4K in the t1 dimension and 2K in the t2 dimension. A skewed sine-bell apodization function was applied in both the tl and t2 dimensions to generate resolution enhancement.
PI
1
H Pure Absorption Phase Constant Time (PAC)
A version (31, 32) of the Kessler-Griesinger Long-Range HeteronuclearCorrelation (COLOC) experiment (51) was conducted on the decamer. The PAC spectra were acquired with a sweep width of 122.8 Hz in the t2 dimension and 641.9 Hz in the tl dimension. The spectra were collected with 128 transients for each of the 64 FIDs with 256 data points of resolution. A90° pulse of7.81..ls for phosphorus and 80 l..lS for protons was used. The preacquisition delay was 2 s, the constant delay (CD) was 0.05ls and the refocusing delay (RD) was 0.035s. A first order phase correction of 12,075° was used in the 01 dimension. The data was processed with lK zero filling in the tl dimension and 512 zero-filling in the t2 dimension. A Gaussian apodization function was applied in both the t1 and the t2 dimension to give resolution enhancement.
Bax-Freeman Selective 2D-J Resolved-Long Range Correlation
This experiment with a DANTE sequence for the selective 180° pulse (52) was conducted on the decamer to correlate the 31 constant. The selective 2D-J long-range correlation experiment was acquired with a sweep width of 50 Hz in the tl dimension and 503. 6 Hz in the t2 dimension. A 90° phosphorus pulse width of7.8 f.JS, a 8.4 f.JS proton pulse width and a recycle delay of 1.5 s was used. The DANTE pulse chain consisted of 20 pulses of an approximate length of9o (total of 180°). In addition the pulses were separated by a delay of20 f.JS. The data set was collected with 355 transients for each of the 32 FIDs (tl) by448 data points ( t2). The data was processed with I K zero-filling in both the tl and t2 dimension with a Gaussian apodization plus a negative exponential function to give resolution enhancement in both dimensions. The 2D-J spectra were acquired at 18.5, 30, 50 and 80°C.
The observed three-bond coupling constants were analyzed with a proton-phosphorus Karplus relationship to measure the H3'-C3'-0-P torsional angle e from which we have calculated the C4' -C3' -0-P torsional angle e ( = -e-120°). The relationship, J = 15.3cos 2 (9)-6.lcos(9) + 1.6 was determined by Lankhorst et al. (53) .
NOESY Distance Restrained Molecular Mechanics/Dynamics Calculations of the Duplex
The initial cartesian coordinates of the decamer were generated using the NUCG EN module ofAMBER3 (54) using Arnott right-handed B-DNAcoordinates. The program MIDAS (55) operating on a Silicon Graphics Iris 3030 workstation was used for molecular modeling of the decamer. The standard AMBER3 force-field parameters were used. NOESY distance constraints were incorporated into the potential energy force field through addition of a flatwell potential (3, 56; see Results). The different model built structures with 138 NOESY distance constraints from the 150 ms NOESY spectrum were then energy refined until arms gradient ofO.l kcal/mol-A was achieved or until the change in energy was less than 1.0 X 10-7 kcal/mol for successive steps. The energy minimization used the flatwell distance constraints potential with an initial force constant of 10 kcal/mol-A 2 with a permitted distance error of ± 15%. At various stages of refinement, the force constant was increased to a final value of 40 kcal/mol and the permitted error decreased to a final value of ±2.5%. A residue based cut-off and a distance dependent dielectric function were used. The latter approximates a solution dielectric constant for a gas phase minimization. An 8.5 A distance cut-offwas used for non-bonded pairs interactions. The 1-4 van der Waals and the 1-4 electrostatic interactions had a scale factor of2.0. A full col}iugate gradient minimization was calculated with an initial step length of 5 X 10-and a maximum step length of 1.0. The shake routine was not used.
Refinement utilized separate 5 ps cycles of AMBER3 molecular dynamics using the modified potential function which included the NOESY-distance restraining flatwell potential. A Maxwellian distribution was used to calculate the initial velocities at 10 K The time step for the integration was set to 1 fs and coordinates were stored every 50 steps. The cutoff distance for non-bonded pairs was set to 8.5 A and a distance dependent dielectric was used. The calculation was done at a temperature of298.5 K The calculations used velocity scaling and constant temperature. The 1-4 van der Waals and 1-4 electrostatics were scaled by a factor of2.0. The charges on the 3' and 5' protons were modified to prevent unwanted bond formation. Again,the shake Downloaded by [ (46, 57 ; the program is available upon request) was used to calculate volume and rate matrices as well as implement the hybrid matrix methodology. The well-resolved and measurable crosspeaks in the NOESY spectrum replace the corresponding crosspeaks in the calculated volume matrix, while overlapping or weak crosspeaks and diagonals are from the calculated spectrum. This hybrid volume matrix, v"yb' is then used to evaluate the rate matrix, whose off-diagonal elements include the effects of spin diffusion. Distances derived from this hybrid relaxation rate matrix (we assume a single isotropic correlation time of 4.0 ns) are then utilized as distance constraints in a 5 ps restrained molecular dynamics simulation. Energy minimization of the averaged, last 3 ps structures derived from molecular dynamics completes one cycle of refinement. This process is repeated until a satisfactory agreement between the calculated and observed crosspeak volumes is obtained. As shown by our laboratory (3, 20) and Kaptein and coworkers (26, 27 ), 3-8 iterations appear to be adequate to achieve convergence to a" refined" structure. This iterative scheme is represented in Figure 1 .
Convergence is monitored using eqns. 1 and 2. The latter criterion is analogous to that used in X-ray crystallography.
( c exp)1
Convergence is achieved when the %RMSvol is within the reliability of the experimental volume measurement. Because most structurally important distances are those from longer range NOEs, and because these small off-diagonal volumes ( <2% of the diagonal volumes) are the most sensitive to experimental noise, we feel an acceptable RMS error is 20 -60% with an R factor of comparable size.
Structure Analysis
The local helical twist was calculated using the AMBER3 analysis module. The structural RMS calculations were determined using an RMS utility program written by Julian Tirado-Rives. Thee and~ torsional angles and the C4'-C4' inter-residue distances for the final structure were measured using the G ECON program written by Julian Tirado-Rives. The average dihedral angles for the 45 ps dynamics AMBER/ MORASS protocol were calculated using the dynamics analysis module, MD ANAL. The MDANAL module was also used to calculate the time dependency of the six backbone torsional angles and the average C4' -C4' inter-residue distances.
Results
1
H NMR Assignments of the Decamer
The proton spectrum of the decamer sequence, (CGCTTAAGCGh, was assigned through analysis of two-dimensional COSY and NOESY spectra ( Figure 2A ) via a sequential assignment methodology (5 -7, 12, 13) . Three H6/H5 COSY crosspeaks were observed in the DQF -COSY spectrum (spectrum not shown) corresponding to the three cytosine bases in the decamer sequence.
The sequential assignment of the decamer utilized the base-H 1' expanded region of the 2D NOESY spectrum, Figure 2B . The assignments proceeded normally except for some ambiguity in the assignment from T4 to C1 because of the degeneracy of the H6 and H 1' resonances ofT4 and a cytosine. The degeneracy was confirmed by the H6/H5 cytosine COSY and the thymidine H6-methyl NOE for this H6 resonance. In addition, the H8 resonance of the remaining guanosine (G2) contains three NOE crosspeaks which line up equally well with the NOE crosspeaks of the two remaining cytosines. Based only upon the G2 connectivity, the assignment ofC3 and C 1 could easily be interchanged. However, the C3 and Cl resonances were differentiated based upon the lack of a clear connectivity to a cytosine from T4. The assignment of C3 to the cytosine degenerate with T4 was consistent with this observation. IfC3 and C1 were reversed, then the connectivity between T4 and C3 would have to be assumed missing instead of being a degenerate peak.
Other features of the spectrum confirm the assignments ofC3 and C 1. The T4 H6 to its own Hl' NOE was very large and broad. It was reasonable to assign this peak as a degenerate NOE containing, in addition to the T4 H6 to its own H 1' NOE, the T4 H6 to C3 H1' NOE and the C3 H6 to its own Hl' NOE. Both G8 and G2 contain an additional NOE crosspeak. For G8, this additional crosspeak occurred between the G8 H8 proton and the C9 H5 proton. The additional G2 crosspeak would correspond to a NOE between the G2 H8 proton and the C3 H5 proton with the current assignments ofC3 and Cl. This was consistent with the 5' directionality expected and exhibited by G8. Based upon these observations, the assignment continued from theT4/C3 degenerate crosspeakto the C3 H6(7.48 ppm) to G2 Hl' (5.94ppm) NOE. This NOE showed a connectivity to the G2 H8 (7.99 ppm) to its own Hl' NOE which connected with the G2 H8 to C1 Hl' (5.74ppm) NOE. The G2 H8 to Cl Hl' NOEhadaconnectivitytotheC1 H6(7.62 ppm)toitsown H1' NOE. This showed a connectivity to the C1 H6to H5 (5.86ppm) NOE and as expected for the 5' end base the NOE between the base proton and the 5' end H1' sugar proton did not exist. "'
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-· . may be obtained from the authors). These base-base crosspeaks arise from spindiffusion and occur between neighboring bases. The three guanosine and the two adenosine base resonances gave NOEs to either the 5' base, the 3' base or both the 5' and 3' base.
The expanded region of the 20 NOESY experiment corresponding to the H8/H6 to H2' /H2" region provided confirmation of the sequential assignment of the decamer ( Figure 2C ). Remarkably, the same problem with the degenerate thymidine and cytosine resonances occurred in the H8/H6 to H2' /H2" region. The H8/H6 to H2' I H2" region indicated that the T4 and C3 H2' /H2" protons were also degenerate since only four NO E peaks were observed. This was also confirmed by the HI' to H2' /H2" Downloaded by [ 
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8 . s...:t,.TTTT",.,.,...,'""TT"IT,...,.,'""TTTT,.,.,...,iTTT"ITTOT,.,.,.,.,rTTTI.,.,.,..,...,.,iTTT"i.,.,.,.,.TTTT".,.,.,~ 3 The degenerate T4/C3 H6 peak contained two NOEs to methyl protons. One NOE corresponded to the T4 H6 to T5 methyl, the other corresponded to the T4 H6 to methyl (1.64 ppm) NOE. The existence of these NOE crosspeaks to methyl protons confirms the degenerate T4/C3 H6 assignment.
The H2' and H2" resonances were stereospecifically assigned by the relative magnitude of the NOE between the Hl' proton and the H2' and H2" protons. In B-DNA, the distance between H 1' and H2' is longer than the Hl' to H2" distance. The NOE with the smallest volume corresponds to the H2' proton. Also, the chemical shift ofH2' is generally up field from the H2" proton, but the assignment was based strictly on the integrated NOE volumes.
The additional sugar protons, H3', H4', and H5' /H5" were assigned from the NOE crosspeaks to Hl' and H8/H6 protons (spectra not shown). The H3', H4' and H5'/ H5" protons were distinguished by their relative chemical shifts. The H3' protons are further downfield from the H4' protons which are further downfield from the H5'/H5" protons. The H5' and H5" protons resonances were not stereospecifically assigned.
The nearly complete assignment of the decamer's 1 H NMR spectrum is listed in Table I . The chemical shifts of all the common C3 and T4 protons were degenerate. The assignments of the decamer' s 1 H NMR spectrum allowed for the measurement ofNOE volumes using VNMR and calculation of the corresponding interproton distances. 
P Resonance Assignments of the Decamer
The assignment of the resonances in the 31 P spectrum of the decamer (Figure 3 ) is based upon a Pure Absorption phase, Constant time 1 H/ 31 P heteronuclear correlated spectrum, PAC (31) (Figure 4) . The PAC experiment contains crosspeaks between the phosphorus resonance and the H3', H4' andH5'/H5" protons via longrange coupling. Thus, with the known H3' chemical shift assignments from the 2D-NOESY spectrum the corresponding phosphorus resonances were assigned (Figure 3) . Seven· of the nine resonances were assigned by this technique. Because of the degeneracy of the H3' protons of the C3 and T4 residues, the phosphorus resonances ofC3 and T4 have been tentatively assigned based upon the PAC crosspeak between the H5' proton ofT5 and the T4 phosphate. The decamer phosphorus assignments with the corresponding J 83 ._p coupling constants at various temperatures are listed in Table II .
P Melting Curve
The temperature dependence of the 31 P chemical shifts is shown in Figure 5 . As expected, (29, 37 ) the main cluster of resonances moves downfield with increasing temperature. Above 50 oc. the decamer is expected to be in a completely singlestranded form.
J-Resolved Spectra
TheJ 83 ._pcoupling constants were measured with the 2D-J resolved long-range correlation spectrum ( Figure 6 ). Table II lists the J 83 ,_p coupling constants. We have utilized these coupling constants and a proton-phosphorus Karplus relationship (see Experimental Section) to determine the H3'-C3'-0-P torsional angle e from which we have calculated the C4' -C3' -0-P torsional angle e. Up to four different torsional angles (0-360°) may be derived from the same coupling constant. We assume that the torsional angle closest to the crystallographically observed e = -169±25° (58) is the correct value. As shown by Dickerson (41, 59) there is a strong correlation (R = -0.92) between torsional angles~ and e in the crystal structures of a dodecamer (~maybe calculated from the relationship (41, 59)~= -317 -1.23e).Assumingthis correlation of~ and e exists for other duplex structures in solution as well, and from the measured coupling constants, we can calculate both C4' -C3' -03' -P (e) and C3'-03' -P-05' (Q torsional angles. A comparison of the variation of both the coupling constants (as well as~ and e) and 31 P chemical shifts for the decamer sequence is shown in Figure 7 .
The correlation coefficient between the coupling constants and 31 P chemical shifts varies from 0.92 (at ambient temperature) to 0.89 (at 50° C) and even 0.55 at 80° C. Similar correlation between J 83 ,_p coupling constants and 31 P chemical shifts has been observed for all other oligonucleotide duplexes (36, 45) . 
Discussion NMR Structural Refinement from 2D NOESY Distances
Evaluation ofinterproton distances from a 2D-NMR NOESY spectrum has generally relied on the so-called "two-spin approximation" (17, 21) . The approximation requires that the NOESY derived distances be obtained from vanishingly short experimental mixing times where the rate ofbuild-up of the NOE crosspeak intensity is ca. linear and the effects of spin diffusion are minimal. Because most of the structurally important longer range NOEs are not observed at these short mixing times, the use of the two-spin approximation has raised concern over the validity of refined NMR structures derived by this methodology (3, 20, 22) . The effects of spin diffusion increase with an increase in mixing times and at a mixing time of 150 ms can introduce significant errors in measured distances (3, 20, 22, 46) . The two-spin approximation suffers from low sensitivity at short mixing times and spin diffusion at longer mixing times. It is obvious that it is inherently difficult to obtain accurate distances from volumes using the two-spin approximation. 
Powers eta/. Therefore, a hybrid relaxation matrix procedure was employed to correct for multispin effects at this longer mixing time. At 150 ms, 138 NOESY constraints (per duplex) were measured (Table III) .
Only those crosspeaks that could be adequately resolved from overlapping peaks were included. Note that degeneracy of the C3 and T4 proton resonances prevented the measurement of any intra-residue distances involving these residues, limiting the total number of distance constraints. Detailed structural information about these residues is thus missing. No imino hydrogen bond constraints were added. The typical refinement follows the iterative hybrid matrix/MORASS/restrained molecular dynamics methodology incorporating the NOESY distance constraints as described previously (Figure 1 ). Initial structures were used to calculate a theoretical NOESY volume matrix which was merged with the experimental NOESY matrix using MORASS. After the volume matrix is calculated, the data sets are scaled by using the resolved cytosine H5-H6 NOEs and H2'-H2" fixed distance crosspeaks. As many scaling NOEs as possible were used, and an average scaling factor(26) was used. The MORASS calculation requires an approximate correlation time (3, 46) . molecular mechanics calculation followed by a 5 ps restrained molecular dynamics run. The molecular dynamics calculations allows the structure to jump out oflocal energy minima and to move toward the correct solution structure driven by the experimental distances. The 3-5 ps structures from the dynamics run were averaged and then reminimized. The new set of distances from this minimized structure was then used to calculate a new NOESY spectrum which was then compared again with the experimental spectrum. This completed one iteration cycle and continued until no further improvements in the fit of the theoretical spectrum were obtained. Full merging occurred by the 9th iteration. This basic iterative scheme (see Figure 1 ) was followed until the %RMSvoi ( eqn. 1) converged to a limiting value as outlined in Table IV .
The distance constraining pseudo-force constants were gradually increased from 10 to 40 kcal/mol/ N and the estimated distance error brackets were gradually decreased from ± 15 to ±2.5%. The decamer structure was refined from two initial structures corresponding to the molecular mechanics minimized structure of a model-built of the structure minimized without any distance constraints.
"The constraint energy (kcal/mol A 2 ) of the structure minimized with a constraint force constant of20 kcal/mol Nand an allowed error of 5% in the flatwell distance constraining harmonic term. The final MORASS refined duplex was the reference structure for the RMS calculations in all cases. The convergence in the MORASS refinement was monitored by the %RMSvol and R factor. The %RMSvol were based on eqn. 1 in which the denominator contained either the theoretical or experimental volumes (Table IV) . The R factor (eqn. 2), directly analogous to the R factor used for crystallographic refinement, seemed to be of marginal utility in monitoring convergence. In general there is a slight decrease in the R factor during the refinement cycles (decreasing from approximately 0.4 to 0.3). We believe our %RMSvol factor better represents the quality of the NMR refinement than the R factor (3, 20, 28, 62) . The latter heavily weighs the large NOESY volumes. The absolute errors associated with the large volumes are considerably larger than those of the small volumes and dominate the summation in both the numerator and the denominator in the R factor. These large volumes correspond to short distances and many of these short distances in DNA represent sugar
1
H-
1
H intra-furanose distances which are not very sensitive to the overall geometry of the duplex. The longer distances define the inter-residue constraints and are therefore much more important in refining features of the structure such as the orientation and position of the base-pairs. Our %RMSvol factor equally weighs the small and large volumes by summing the percentage errors in these volumes (equally weighing a 20% error in a large and small volume while that of eqn. 2 would place a much heavier weight on the error in the large volume). Thus we believe the %RMSvol factor defined in eqn. 1 is a more useful criterion for convergence and quality of fit for NMR data. Progress in the MORASS/restrained MD refinement was also monitored by the change in the overall and the constraint energies (Table IV) . While the minimized potential energies shown in Table IV appear to increase as the refinement progresses, this is entirely attributed to the increased constraint energy term resulting from the increasing constraint force constants and the narrower error limits imposed on the structures. Note though that iterations 1 through 4 used a constant constraining potential function, and the total energy as well as the constraint energies decrease through these iterations. Unconstrained energy minimization of the 5 ps restrained MD structures shows no trend in the energy as the refinement progresses (Table IV) . The force constants for the distance constraints and the distance error bars were changed after the fourth, fifth and sixth iteration. These changes initially caused an increase in the total energy and constraint energy relative to the previous iterations. Initially, the constraints were chosen to be relatively modest because during the early refinement cycles the distances are still quite inaccurate. As the refinement progresses, spin diffusion is better taken into account and the constraining potential error limits are reduced. In the final iterations, the choice of the distance constraint potential function was not important.
Using a constant flatwell constraint penalty function (%error = 5%; harmonic force constant, k = 20 kcal/mol/ A 2 ), the constraint energy decreases from ca. 280 kcal/mol to ca. 17-26 kcal/mol during the merge matrix refinement steps, Table IV . However, because the equilibrium constraint distances are also changing with each iteration, comparison of constraint energies and distance violations may be misleading.
The best indicator of convergence was provided by the %RMSvol (theoretical volumes) which decreased from values on the order of 300-400% to 60-80%. Overall, after 9 iterations the theoretical and experimental volumes have converged for both the B-DNA(I) and B-DNA(II) starting structures. The process also indicates the presence of two poorly define distances. The bad NOE crosspeaks correspond to the G4 H8-H2" and G4 H3'-H2" intraresidue NOEs. Iterative refinement did not improve the fit of the calculated crosspeak volumes relative to the experimental volumes. This indicated that the structure was unable to accommodate these two volumes implying an error in the measured volumes.
A possible problem in the MORASS calculation was the choice of a correlation time. In the decamer we estimated a correlation time of 4.0 ns. This value gave a best fit to the theoretical NOESY build-up curves for the final refined structure (curves not shown). Further, we have shown (20) that with proper scaling of the experimental and theoretically calculated volumes, an incorrect estimate of'tc has neglible effects on the derived distances. Changes in the calculated volumes only become significant at large changes in correlation times (> 1 ns). We are therefore confident that although our method is in part dependent on a reasonably correct-cc estimate, much of the potential error possibly introduced by the choice of a poor-tc is corrected for by scaling of the data sets. Thus, problems only arise if the estimate of the correlation time is significantly in error (20, 46 ). Figure 8C depicts the overlay of the final, 9th iteration, structures B-DNA(I) and B-DNA(II). Although local differences in the structures may be small, their cumulative effect over the length of the helix can be quite large. Thus while the short range distances are well defined it is very difficult, if not impossible, by NMR to define long range structural differences when only short range distances are used as constraints.
Structural Analysis
Analysis of the local helical parameters derived from the hybrid matrix/MORASS/ Downloaded by [University of Nebraska, Lincoln], [Robert Powers] at 08:59 10 July 2014 restrained MD refined structure for the decamer provides support for the validity of the derived structures. The decamer' s helical twist, dihedral torsion angles and the C4'-C4' inter-residue distances were calculated for the final structure and averaged over the 45 ps of dynamics for the entire refinement procedure for the B-DNA(I) model.
Local helical distortions arise along the DNA chain due to purine-purine steric clash on opposite strands of the double helix (41, 58, 59) . As a result, 5'-PyPu-3' sequences within the oligonucleotide represent positions where the largest helical distortions occur. Dickerson ( 41) has shown that these sequence-specific variations in the conformation of duplex DNA observed in the crystal structure of a 12-mer, could be quantitatively predicted through a series of simple "Calladine rule" sum function relationships ( 42) . Although as Dickerson has more recently noted, more recent crystal structures have not supported the earlier "Calladine rules" (63) . A comparison of the theoretical helical twist angles predicted from "Calladine's Rules" and the helical twist obtained from the NOESY distance refined structures of the decamer at various stages of the refinement is shown in Figure 9 .
For the initial model built structure with no NOE constraints, no correlation existed between the two sets of helical twists ( Figure 9A ).
(In the initial model built Arnott B-ONA the helical twist values are equivalent for all base steps.) The calculated helix twist values for this NOESY-distance restrained (using the two-spin approximation distances), energy minimized structure is shown in Figure 9B . The correlation between calculated and predicted values are very poor (correlation coefficient between the Calladine rules and AMBER calculated helix twist values is a negative 0.48). However, NOESY-distance restrained molecular dynamics calculations generally show much better correlation of predicted and observed helical twist values (19, 64 ; see below). Molecular dynamics calculations should be better able to overcome small energy barriers (on the order of kT) that otherwise limit the ability of an energy minimization scheme to locate a global energy minimum. As shown in Figure 9C the MORASS refined/restrained molecular dynamics calculations (45 ps) on the decamer duplex are better able to correctly match the predicted sequence-specific variation of helix twist. By using "high" simulation temperatures (298 °K) and large "force constants" (20--40 kcal/mol/N) for the NOESY-distance restraints, in concert with the more accurate MORASSrefined distances, we are able to search for structures that better represent the" correct" solution conformation. It is clear that a better correlation (R = 0.65) now exists between the two sets of helical twist data ( Figure 9C ).
The final, distance restrained structure significantly reproduces the theoretical "Calladine Rules" helical twist values. As shown by these and other results (19, 64) NOESY distances appear to be able to restrain the calculated structures to conformations that accurately reflect these sequence-specific variations in the local conformation of the DNA Even distances derived from the two-spin approximation treatment of the NOESY data are accurate enough to reproduce these large local variations in structure. 
P Chemical Shifts as a Function of Sequence and Position
As discussed above, our laboratory has hjf.othesized that one of the major contributing factors which determines relative P chemical shifts is the main chain torsional angles of the individual phosphodiester groups along the oligonucleotide double helix. Phosphates located towards the middle of a B-DNA double helix assume the lower energy, stereoelectronically (35) favored g-, g-conformation, while phosphodiester linkages located towards the two ends of the double helix tend to adopt a mixture ofg-.)g-andt.)g-conformations, where increased flexibility of the helix is more likely to occur. (The notation for the P-0 ester torsion angles follows the convention of Seeman eta/. (65) with the~. P-0-3' angle given first followed by the a, P-0-5' angle.) Because the g-.g-conformation is responsible for a more up field 31 P chemical shift, while a t.g-conformation is associated with a lower field chemical shift, internal phosphates in oligonucleotides would be expected to be up field of those nearer the ends. Although several exceptions have been observed, this positional relationship appears to be generally valid for oligonucleotides where 31 P chemical shift assignments have been determined (7, 14, 38, 43, 44, 66) . Thus, the 31 P chemical shifts of the phosphates should move up field as the position of the phosphate moves toward the center of the helix as is generally observed for the decamer (Figure 7 ).
P Chemical Shifts and Calladine' s Rules
In addition to the "positional effect," in a number of sequences there appears to be a sequence-specific effect on 31 P chemical shifts as well. A modest correlation exists between the local helical parameters such as helix twist or roll and 31 P chemical shifts (36, 43 -45) . However, for the (CGCTTAAGCG) 2 decamer, little correlation exists between 31 P chemical shifts and the helical twist (or roll) for the terminal base pairs as calculated by "Calladine's Rules" (R= 0.15; Figure 7) 31 P Chemical Shifts and J H 3 ' -P Coupling Constants As previously described, the JH 3 '-P coupling constants for the two decamers were measured using the 2D heteronuclear selective J-resolved spectra. The J H 3 ' -P coupling constants are plotted versus sequence at various temperatures for the decamer in Figure 10 . The coupling constants decrease generally for the more interior phosphate groups ( Figure 7 ). This pattern collapses as higher temperatures. At 80° all of the coupling constants are nearly identical. At this temperature, the DNA is completely denatured and in a single strand random coil.
It is important to note that e and~ torsional angle variations are highly correlated in B-DNA, with correlation coefficient of -0.92 (41, 58, 59 ) (the negative sign indicates that an increase in one angle decreases the other). In addition, a and y torsional angle variations are also highly correlated in A-DNA, with a correlation coefficient .... .... also of -0.92 (67) (~is constrained to a trans conformation in both B-and A-DNA).
As noted by Dickerson (41, 59 ) when the P-03' (~)conformation is g -,invariably the C-03' conformation (e) is found to bet. This e (t), ~(g-) conformation is the most common backbone conformation (defined as the B 1 (tk) conformation) (41, 59) . The other most common conformation for the ( e, ~)pair is the (g-, t) or Bu state. A" crankshaft" motion interconverts B 1 and BII conformations with only a modest movement of the phosphate. It is largely this variation in e and~ (as well as 8, 3, 36, 39, 62, 68) that allows the sugar phosphate backbone to "stretch" or "contract" to allow for variations in the local structure of B-ONA Thus these conformational changes may provide an explanation for much of the observed variation in 31 P chemical shifts and coupling constants.
The original correlation of e and~ torsional angles was based upon a limited comparison of several B DNA crystal structures (41, 59) . As shown in Figure 11 , e torsional angles were collected from 9 B-ONA crystal structures and plotted versus their corresponding~ torsional angles. Again, a strong correlation (R = -0.86, ~ =-348.11-1.42e) exists between the two torsional angles, confirming the previous relationship. Both . . . . coupling constants correspond to a mixture of B 1 and B 11 conformations.
The 31 P chemical shifts of the decamer are plotted versus the corresponding coupling constants in Figure 12 . It is clear that a significant correlation (R = 0.92) exists between JHJ'-Pand 31 P chemical shifts for the decamer. As described in refs. 68 and 39, this relationship is further substantiated by a combined plot of all the 31 P chemical shifts -J HJ' -P coupling constants for 11 sequences analyzed in our laboratory (correlation coefficent of 0.82).
Time Course for Backbone Torsional Angle Variations from Restrained Molecular Dynamics Calculations
The analysis of helical twist variation from the NOESY-distance restrained structures established the ability of the NOE data to reproduce the sequence-specific variations in local helical parameters such as the "Calladine Rules". However, 1 H;IH 2D NOESY spectra give no direct information on the sugar phosphate conformation and NOESY-distance restrained structures have been su~~ested to be effectively disordered in this part of the structure ( 4). The measured P chemical shifts and JH3'-P coupling constants demonstrate clearly that the backbone is not disordered but shows similar sequence and position specificity (as well as site-specificity-see ref. 39) . As shown in Figure 13 the restrained molecular dynamics calculations are able to reproduce the observed variation in the e torsional angles for the decamer and rather accurately parallel the variation in 31 Thee torsional angles were measured from either the final hybrid matrix/MORASS/ restrained MD structure of the decamer or averaged over the entire 45 ps dynamics of the refinement (shown in Figure 13 ). Thee torsional angles derived from the MD simulations are plotted as a function of sequence in Figure 13 . With the exception of thee torsional angle for A6pA 7, it is clear that a strong correlation exists between the pattern of the variation of the torsional angles derived from the restrained MD calculations and the experimentally measured coupling constants. These results provide further support to the reliability of the MORASS/restrained MD refinement methodology to accurately reproduce the solution structure.
The origin of the sequence-specific variation of the backbone conformation derived from the restrained molecular dynamics refinement is reflected in the time course of the six backbone torsional angles, a-~ (Pa-05'~-C5'Y -C4' 6 -C3'e-03'C P) of a representative A17 residue on the 3'-strand ( Figure 14) .
Most of these torsional angles showed relatively small amplitude fluctuations about the average B-DNA values for the 45 ps restrained molecular dynamics calculation. As noted from X-ray studies ( 41, 59) ofB-DNA thee and~ torsional angles show the largest variability and indeed our calculations demonstrate that large amplitude fluctuations occur for these two torsional angles. These torsional angle changes reflect a transition from the low energy B 1 conformation to the higher energy Bllconformation. These transitions were short lived and relaxed back to the low energy conformation. These calculations also provided strong support for the crankshaft conformational transition between the B 1 and Bllconformations and the strong correlation between thee and~ torsion angles observed in the X-raycrystal structures of B-DNA ( 41, 59) . The correlation between thee and~ torsion angles over the entire 45 ps restrained MD time course for the A17 phosphate on the 3'-strand of the decamer i ·300.
. . ~ ·100.
< -so. is shown in Figure 15 .
The similarity between the plots of Figure 11 (based upon the crystal structures) and 15 (based upon the solution structure derived from NOESY restraining distances in the gas phase MD calculation) is particularly striking. The ability of the restrained MD calculation to reproduce these variations provides further support for the validity of these NOESY-distance restrained refinement procedures. NMR studies have suggested that the duplex conformation in solution may not be identical to the static picture provided by X-ray diffraction in the crystal state (20, 30) . This has raised the question whether some of the sequence-specific structural variations observed in the X-ray crystallographic studies are the result ofless profound crystal packing forces (69, 70) . Indeed Dickerson et al. (70) have suggested that all of the sequence-specific variation in the B 1 and Bll conformations arises from crystal packing forces. Similar conclusions have been reached in a Raman spectroscopy analysis of the backbone phosphate conformation in solution and the solid state (71) . Our own results clearly show that there are significant variations (sequence-and/or position-dependent) in the relative populations of the B 1 and Bll conformations in duplex oligonucleotides in solution. This variation in the backbone conformation does not readily follow any simple Calladine-type rules. In the Dickerson et al. (70) analysis variation in local helix parameters such as helix twist, base roll, propeller twist and sugar pucker are determined by base sequence and thus are "hard" parameters and a real phenomenon. They further argue that the backbone conformation is a "soft" parameter that is easily perturbed by crystal packing forces and is "an epiphenomenon." Our own results confirm their conclusions regarding Downloaded by [University of Nebraska, Lincoln], [Robert Powers] at 08:59 10 July 2014 the crystal state. However in solution, the backbone conformation clearly does display sequence-, position-and site-specificity (see also 36, 39, 68) and as such these variations indeed represent true "phenomena."
Origin of Sequence specific Variation in theE and~ Torsional Angles and P-H3' Coupling Constants; C4'-C4' Inter-Residue Distances As noted above, the possible basis for the sequence-and position-specific variation in the backbone conformation can be analyzed in terms of deoxyribose phosphate backbone distortions arising from local variations of the helical parameters and geometry. Thus, according to the Calladine rules, decreasing the helical twist angle, t~ reduces the steric clashing in the minor groove in a 5'-Py-Pu-3' sequence by pulling the N-2 and N-3 atoms of the purines further apart. As the helix unwinds (and the helix twist tg decreases), the length of the deoxyribose phosphate backbone decreases (3, 36, 68) . These local helical changes require changes in the deoxyribose phosphate backbone angles a-~.
As the helix winds or unwinds, our laboratory has shown (36) that the distance between the adjacent C-4' atoms of deoxyribose rings along an individual strand (D u) must change to reflect the stretching and contracting of the deoxyribose phosphate backbone between the two stacked base pairs. To a significant extent, these changes in the overall length ofthe deoxyribose phosphate backbone "tether" are reflected in changes in the P-0 ester (as well as other) torsional angles.
The observed variations in the P-0 (and C-0) torsional angles may provide the linkage between the positional and Calladine-rule-type sequence dependent structural variations in the duplex and the 31 P chemical shifts and coupling constants.
Significantly, the Dc 4 ·c 4 • distances obtained from the four crystal structures (41, 58, 59 ) of a dodecamer as well as the calculated DC4'C4' distances of the decamer also follow a similar change as a function oftK" as shown in Figure 16 .
The correlation coefficient between the crystallographically-derived Dc 4 ·c 4 • distances and t is a quite respectable value of 0.77 ( Figure 16 ). While the restrained MD calcufated distances for the decamer are shifted slightly from the crystal structure distances, the trend is quite similar and the correlation is very good (R = 0.90).
A remarkable, similar correlation also exists between the JHJ'-P coupling constant and the calculated C4'-C4' distances derived from the NOESY-distance restrained MD MORASS refined structure for the decamer(R = 0.69; Figure 17 ). Figure 17 also demonstrates that there is a good correlation between the derived E torsion angles from the MORASS/MD refinement and C4'-C4' distances (R = 0.83).
The C4'-C4' distances were double averaged to remove any anomalous effects such as base-pair sliding out of the helix (see legend Figure 16 the Calladine rules derived from analysis of duplex crystal structures. Thus while local base-pair geometry and helical parameters can be reproduced by the Calladine rules, the relationship between sequence/position-specificity and backbone geometry appears to be more complex. As seen in the time course of the fluctuations in the phosphate ester conformation (Figure 14) , rapid crankshaft conformational transitions occur on the ps timescale. Presumably the crystal structure represents a single "snapshot" of one of these time frames, catching the phosphate in a B 1 , BIIor intermediate conformational state (probably closer analysis of the thermal parameters would reveal significant disorder of the phosphates).
We now believe that our hybrid matrix/MORASS/restrained molecular dynamics procedure is providing highly refined structures that accurately reproduce not only the overall solution conformation but the sugar phosphate backbone conformation as well. As shown in Figure 13 , there is a strong correlation between the measured JHJ'-P coupling constants and 31 P chemical shifts. Most importantly, we have used our hybrid matrix/MORASS/restrained molecular dynamics refinement to calculate the average e torsional angle for the individual phosphates from the 45 ps of restrained molecular dynamics refinement of the NOESY-derived distances. The phosphate undergoes concerted crankshaft jumps between the B 1 and BII conformational states during these simulations and yet as shown in Figures 13 and 17 , the average e torsional anr,le very much fits the torsional angle derived from either the coupling constant or 3 P chemical shift data. These results provide the most striking arguments in support of our theory as well as validating the hybrid matrix/ MORASS/restrained molecular dynamics procedure.
